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Novel Permanent Magnet Motor Drives for Electric Vehicles
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Abstract—Novel permanent magnet (PM) motor drives have been successfully developed to fulfill the special requirements for electric vehicles such as high power density, high efficiency, high starting torque, and high cruising speed. These PM motors are all brushless and consist of various types, namely rectangular-fed, sinusoidal-fed, surface-magnet, buried-magnet, and hybrid. The advent of novel motor configurations lies on the unique electromagnetic topology, including the concept of multipole magnetic circuit and full slot-pitch coil span arrangements, leading to a reduction in both magnetic yoke and copper, decoupling of each phase flux path, and hence an increase in both power density and efficiency. Moreover, with the use of fractional number of slots per pole per phase, the cogging torque can be eliminated. On the other hand, by employing the claw-type rotor structure and fixing an additional field winding as the inner stator, these PM hybrid motors can further provide excellent controllability and improve efficiency map. In the PM motors, by purposely making use of the transformer EMF to prevent the current regulator from saturation, a novel control approach is developed to allow for attaining high-speed constant-power operation which is particularly essential for electric vehicles during cruising. Their design philosophy, control strategy, theoretical analysis, computer simulation, experimental tests and application to electric vehicles are described.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the advent of high-energy permanent-magnet (PM) materials such as neodymium-iron-boron (Nd-Fe-B) and samarium-cobalt (Sm-Co), the development of PM motor drives has been accelerated [1]. Apart from their promising applications to industry, PM motor drives are becoming attractive for electric vehicle (EV) applications [2].

By replacing the field winding of dc motors with permanent magnets, PM dc motors have relatively higher power density and higher efficiency because of the space-saving benefit by permanent magnets and the absence of field losses. However, the principal problem of dc motors, due to their commutators and brushes, makes them less reliable and unsuitable for maintenance-free operation. Thus, PM dc motor drives are less attractive for electric propulsion [3]. Nevertheless, due to their simplicity, they have been accepted for low-power EV applications such as electric bikes and electric tricycles.

By replacing the field winding of conventional synchronous motors with permanent magnets, PM synchronous motors eliminate conventional brushes, slip-rings and field losses. As these motors are essentially synchronous motors, they can run from a sinusoidal or PWM supply without electronic commutation. On the other hand, by inverting the stator and rotor of PM dc motors, PM brushless dc motors are generated. The most obvious advantage of these motors is the removal of brushes and commutation, leading to eliminate many problems associated with brushes. They are fed by rectangular waveform and employ rotor position feedback to control the commutation. In general, they can be classified as sinusoidal-fed and rectangular-fed versions of PM brushless motors [4]. It should be noted that these brushless configurations allow more cross-sectional area for the armature winding and improve the conduction of heat through the frame, thus increasing the electric loading and hence power density. Due to their inherent high power factor and the absence of field losses, they also possess high efficiency. Recently, these PM brushless motor drives have been applied to modern electric vehicles [5]–[8].

In Section II, the special requirements and considerations of EV motor drives are presented. Then, the design philosophy of novel PM motor drives, including both PM brushless and PM hybrid brushless configurations, for modern electric vehicles is described in Section III. Theoretical analysis, control strategy and results of a novel PM brushless motor drive are given in Sections IV, V and VI, respectively.

II. EV MOTOR DRIVES

Instead of considering EV motor drives as a subclass of industrial motor drives, they should form an individual class because of the following reasons.

- Their load requirements are fundamentally different. EV motor drives usually require frequent start/stop, high rate of acceleration/deceleration, high-torque low-speed hill climbing and low-torque high-speed cruising, while industrial motor drives are generally optimized at rated conditions for continuous and short-time ratings. Moreover, EV motor drives should be designed according to the driving cycle specification of electric vehicles.
- Their performance requirements are very different. EV motor drives demand both high power density and high efficiency for the reduction of total vehicle weight and the extension of driving range, while industrial motor drives generally need a compromise among power density, efficiency and cost. Increasingly, EV motor drives desire high controllability, high steady-state accuracy and good transient performance for single- or multiple-motor propulsion [9].
Their operating environments are also different. EV motor drives are usually installed in mobile vehicles, while industrial motor drives are generally located in fixed places.

Apart from satisfying the aforementioned special requirements, the design of EV motor drives also depends on the system technology of electric vehicles. From the technological point of view, the following key issues should be considered.

- **Single- or multiple-motor configurations**: One adopts a single motor to propel the driving wheels, while another uses multiple motors permanently coupled to individual driving wheels. The multiple-motor configuration takes the advantages to reduce the current/power ratings of individual motor drives and simulate differential action electronically. Without using the mechanical differential device, this configuration can provide limited slip action, more space and lighter weight. However, fault tolerance should be incorporated to acquire the reliability of electronic differential action.

- **Single- or multiple-speed transmissions**: One adopts single-speed fixed gearing, while another uses multiple-speed gear changing. Although the multiple-speed transmission provides the advantage of using conventional motor drives to achieve high starting torque at low gear and high cruising speed at high gear, it suffers from heavy weight, large size, high cost and additional complexity. With the introduction of advanced EV motor drives, the single-speed transmission can overcome these shortcomings, while improving driving smoothness and transmission efficiency.

- **Gear ratio or gearless**: The use of single-speed transmission with high gear ratio allows EV motor drives to be designed for high-speed operation, resulting higher power density. The maximum speed is limited by the friction and windage losses as well as transaxle tolerance. On the contrary, all transmission gears can be omitted by directly employing low-speed outer-rotor motor drives for individual driving wheels.

- **System voltage**: The design of EV motor drives is greatly influenced by the selection of the EV system voltage level. Reasonable high-voltage motor design can be adopted to reduce the cost and size of inverters. If the desired voltage is too high, a large number of batteries will be needed to connect in series, leading to the reduction of interior and luggage spaces, the increase in vehicle weight and cost as well as the degradation of vehicle performances. Since different EV types adopt different system voltage levels, the design of EV motor drives needs to cater for different electric vehicles.

Until now, the development of EV motor drives is still in its crawling stage. In order to enhance the realization of practical electric vehicles, the development must be accelerated.

### III. DESIGN PHILOSOPHY

Focusing on three major criteria of EV motor drives, namely high power density, high efficiency and wide speed range, the design philosophy is proposed [10]–[12]. Basically, this philosophy consists of two novel approaches. The first approach lies on the development of specially-configured PM brushless motor drives incorporating with a novel control strategy. The second one is to develop specially designed PM hybrid brushless motor drives by incorporating both permanent magnets and the field winding.

#### A. PM Brushless Motor Drives

Because of their inherent high power density and high efficiency, PM brushless motor drives have promising applications for EV propulsion. Nevertheless, further development and continual efforts are necessary to fulfill the special requirements of electric vehicles. The novelty of the proposed PM brushless motor drives comprises both motor design and control strategy. Compared with the conventional PM brushless motor drives, they have the following distinct features:

- **There are many poles, and two adjacent poles make up a pair of poles so that the flux paths of different pole-pairs are independent.** This multipole magnetic circuit arrangement enables to reduce the magnetic iron yoke, resulting in the reduction of volume and weight. Moreover, because of the independence of flux paths, these motors are inherently phase decoupling.

- **Since the coil span of stator windings is designed to be equal to the slot pitch, the overhanging part of the coil can be significantly reduced, thus resulting in the saving of copper as well as the further reduction of volume and weight.**

- **By using the fractional number of slots per pole per phase, the magnetic force between the stator and rotor at any rotating position is uniform, thus eliminating the cogging torque which usually occurs in the conventional PM brushless motor drives.**

- **Due to the phase-decoupling nature, the dynamic performance of these motor drives are inherently excellent.** However, conventional field-weakening control for constant-power operation becomes inapplicable. Therefore, a novel control strategy is developed which employs the transformer EMF to counteract the rotational EMF for constant-power operation at high speeds.

- **Permanent magnets can either be mounted on the rotor surface or buried inside the rotor circuit.** The surface-magnet type has the advantage of simplicity. Because of the permeability of permanent magnets is similar to that of air, it possesses a large effective air-gap. On the other hand, the buried-magnet type has the advantage of mechanical integrity because the permanent magnets are physically protected. Moreover, flux-focusing arrangement can be employed to strengthen the air-gap flux density.

- **These PM brushless motors can be either sinusoidal-fed or rectangular-fed.** The sinusoidal-fed type has the advantage of smooth torque due to the interaction of sinusoidal current and sinusoidal flux. On the other hand, the interaction of rectangular current and rectangular flux can produce a large torque for the same rms values.
As shown in Fig. 1, the schematic diagram of a 5-phase 22-pole phase-decoupling surface-mounted PM brushless motor drive is used for exemplification. The corresponding theoretical analysis, control strategy, simulation and experimental results are described in the following sections.

B. PM Hybrid Brushless Motor Drives

Recently, a new research direction has been identified on the development of PM hybrid brushless motor drives. The uniqueness of PM hybrid brushless motors is due to the existence of both permanent magnets and the field winding. Permanent magnets are generally integrated into the rotor, while the field winding is usually fixed at a stationary holder. Without employing any special control strategies, these motor drives inherently possess wide speed range operation. The key is due to the fact that the motor air-gap flux can be flexibly controlled by adjusting the dc field current. It should be noted that this flexible field control, particularly field-weakening at high speeds, is highly desirable for constant-power operation of electric vehicles.

As shown in Fig. 2, a novel PM hybrid brushless motor drive is proposed for EV propulsion. It has a unique structure which comprises of the claw-type rotor, stationary field winding, and stator. Permanent magnets are integrated into the rotor, while the field winding and its holder are located at a stationary annular region formed by the inner and outer parts of the rotor. Thus, the components of air-gap flux, respectively produced by permanent magnets and the field windings, are magnetically shunt in nature. The advantages and special features of this motor drive are summarized as follows.

- By adopting the unique claw-type rotor structure, the leakage flux can be minimized and the construction becomes compact. Moreover, by fixing the field winding as an inner stator, the motor axial length can be shortened and the material consumption can be reduced.
- Due to the existence of both permanent magnets and the field winding, the motor can be designed to achieve higher air-gap flux density and hence higher power density. Increasingly, the mounting of permanent magnets adopts the flux-focusing arrangement, which allows the air-gap flux density being higher than the operating flux density of individual permanent magnets.
- By controlling the direction and magnitude of the dc field current, the air-gap flux can be flexibly adjusted, hence the torque-speed characteristics can be easily shaped to meet the special requirements for EV propulsion. Particularly, by using field current control to weaken the air-gap flux produced by permanent magnets, the speed range for constant-power operation can be significantly extended.
- By proper controlling the applied voltage and dc field current, the efficiency map of the motor drive can be optimized throughout the whole operating range. Thus, the efficiency at those operating regions for EV propulsion, such as high-torque low-speed hill climbing and low-torque high-speed cruising, can be improved.

Detailed theoretical analysis, control strategy, simulation and experimental results of this PM hybrid brushless motor drive are presented in the following sections.
drive are omitted, and will form the substance of our next publication.

IV. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

A. Electromagnetic-Field Analysis

Since the proposed PM brushless motor has a special configuration, the design and optimization process employs electromagnetic-field analysis [14]. The procedure can be summarized as follows.

- Initialize the motor configuration and geometry.
- Generate meshes automatically for the region of interest.
- Apply the finite element method (FEM) for electromagnetic-field analysis.
- Evaluate the motor parameters and performances.
- Modify the motor geometry iteratively.

Due to the semi-periodic motor configuration, the region of interest is shown in Fig. 3. The corresponding Maxwell’s equation is expressed as

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( \nu \frac{\partial A}{\partial x} \right) + \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \left( \nu \frac{\partial A}{\partial y} \right) = -J_x - \nu \frac{\partial M_y}{\partial x} + \nu \frac{\partial M_x}{\partial y}
\]  

(1)

where \( A \) is the magnetic vector potential, \( J_x \) is the current density in \( x \) direction, \( \nu \) is the reluctivity, \( M_x \) and \( M_y \) are the magnetic polarization in \( x \) and \( y \) directions. The magnetic flux density \( B \) can be obtained as

\[
B = \text{rot} A
\]  

(2)

where the \( x \) and \( y \) components are expressed as

\[
B_x = \frac{\partial A}{\partial y}
\]  

(3)

\[
B_y = -\frac{\partial A}{\partial x}
\]  

(4)

Based on the region of interest, the boundary conditions are given by

\[
A|_{T1} = A|_{T2} = 0
\]  

(5)

\[
A|_{N1} = -A|_{N2}
\]  

(6)

The resulting magnetic flux density distribution is shown in Fig. 4. Based on these results, the motor geometry can be adjusted as desired to achieve optimization.

B. Mathematical Equations

Since the motor possesses the property of phase decoupling, the mutual inductance between phase windings is negligible. Thus, the voltage equation of the motor with \( m \) phases can be expressed as

\[
v_j \left( \omega t + \theta_0 - \frac{(j-1)\pi}{m} \right) = R_{ij} \left( \omega t + \theta_0 - \frac{(j-1)\pi}{m} \right) + L_{pij} \left( \omega t + \theta_0 - \frac{(j-1)\pi}{m} \right) + e_j \left( \omega t - \frac{(j-1)\pi}{m} \right)
\]  

(7)

where \( j = 1, 2, \ldots, m \), \( v_j \) is the applied voltage, \( R_{ij} \) is the resistance voltage drop, \( L_{pij} \) is the induced EMF due to the transformer effect, and \( e_j \) is the induced EMF due to the rotational effect. The value of inductance \( L \) is determined by using the aforementioned electromagnetic-field analysis. Based
on the Faraday law, the rotational EMF can be expressed as
\[ e_j = \frac{d\lambda_j}{d\theta} = \frac{d\lambda_j}{dt} \frac{d\theta}{dt} = \frac{d\lambda_j}{dt} \omega \]  
(8)
where \( \lambda_j \) is the flux linkage in the \( j \)-th phase winding due to permanent magnets, \( \theta \) is the angle between the field and stator winding axes, and \( \omega \) is the angular speed. It should be noted that \( d\lambda_j/d\theta \) is the well-known EMF coefficient \( C_{ej} \) which is particularly useful for dynamic analysis. Hence, the electromagnetic torque \( T_e \) is given by
\[
T_e(\omega t) = \frac{1}{\omega} \sum_{j=1}^{m} e_j \left( \omega t - \frac{(j - 1)\pi}{m} \right) 
\times i_j \left( \omega t + \theta_0 - \frac{(j - 1)\pi}{m} \right). 
\]  
(9)

Having derived the electromagnetic torque, the torque equation of the motor can be expressed as
\[
T_e(\omega t) - T_l - B\omega(t) = Jp\omega(t) 
\]  
(10)
where \( T_l \) is the load torque, \( B \) is the damping coefficient, and \( J \) is the moment of inertia. Thus, by making use of (1)–(10), the dynamic performance of the motor can be determined.

V. CONTROL STRATEGY

The control strategy of the motor drive consists of two schemes, namely hysteresis current control and advanced conduction angle control, respectively for constant-torque operation at speeds below the base speed and constant-power operation at speeds above the base speed.

Fig. 5(a) shows typical waveforms of the phase current, rotational EMF and applied voltage during constant-torque operation. Within the conduction period of \( T_1 \), the applied voltage is always larger than the rotational EMF and they are always in phase. Thus, the phase current increases gradually and is eventually limited to swing within the desired hysteresis band. This hysteresis current control scheme has been widely adopted for constant-torque operation of PM brushless motor drives.
When the speed is above the based speed, the rotational EMF increases rapidly in such a way that constant-power operation can no longer be maintained at high speeds. Conventionally, in order to allow PM brushless motor drives achieving high-speed constant-power operation, field-weakening control incorporating with coordinate transformation is adopted. The key of this control approach is to employ the field component of phase current to weaken the air-gap field produced by permanent magnets, hence reducing the rotational EMF. However, this approach can only be applied to conventional sinusoidal-fed PM brushless motor drives. It is ill-suited for the proposed motor drive because of its rectangular-fed and phase-decoupling features. Although the first feature can theoretically be handled by using Fourier analysis to express the rectangular wave into the fundamental and harmonic sinusoidal waves, the second feature makes conventional field-weakening control inapplicable.

To deal with this problem, a novel control approach is proposed which allows all PM brushless motor drives, including conventional, phase-decoupling, sinusoidal-fed and rectangular-fed types, achieving high-speed constant-power operation. The key is to purposely employ the transformer EMF to counteract the rotational EMF which is even larger than the applied voltage at high speeds. This transformer EMF, proportional to the derivative of phase current, is controlled by advancing the conduction period in such a way that it leads the rotational EMF by a spatial angle $\theta_0$, so-called the advanced conduction angle. As shown in Fig. 5(b), when the applied voltage is larger than the rotational EMF, the phase current increases. Thus, the transformer EMF is positive which indicates that energy is stored in the phase winding. When the rotational EMF becomes larger than the applied voltage, the phase winding begins to release energy and the phase current decreases gradually. Since the corresponding transformer EMF is negative, it assists the applied voltage to counteract the rotational EMF. Therefore, by varying the advanced conduction angle, the phase current waveform can be shaped, hence the transformer EMF can be controlled to counteract the rotational EMF, preventing the current regulator from saturation. This phenomenon is the key point to allow all types of PM brushless motor drives achieving constant-power operation at high speeds.

Fig. 6 shows the closed-loop control block diagram of the proposed motor drive, in which both hysteresis current control and advanced conduction angle control are incorporated. By using the PI regulator, the error between the speed reference $\omega^*$ and speed feedback $\omega$ is used to deduce the magnitude
TABLE I
PARAMETERS FOR THE MOTOR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rated power</td>
<td>1.5 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated voltage</td>
<td>2×48 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base speed</td>
<td>500 rpm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of phases</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of poles</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of slots</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of coils</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winding type</td>
<td>Single layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slot pitch</td>
<td>1 slot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance per phase</td>
<td>0.054 Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-inductance per phase</td>
<td>1.29 mH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnet material</td>
<td>Nd-Fe-B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

of current reference. When \( \omega \) is lower than or equal to the base speed \( \omega_b \), the advanced conduction angle \( \theta_0 \) is zero. On the other hand, it operates with positive \( \theta_0 \) when \( \omega \) is higher than \( \omega_b \). The corresponding value of \( \theta_0 \) is determined by using computer simulation. Making use of \( \theta_0 \) and the position feedback \( \theta \), the \( j \)-th phase current reference \( i_j^* \) can be obtained. By comparing with the current feedback \( i_j \) and then feeding into the hysteresis current controller, the applied voltage \( v_j \) can be deduced accordingly. Making use of (8), the rotational EMF \( e_j \) is related to \( \omega \) by the EMF coefficient \( C_{ej} \). Then, \( i_j \) is generated by using (7). Based on (9) and rewriting the relationship between \( e_j \) and \( \omega \) by the torque coefficient \( C_{Tj} \), the electromagnetic torque \( T_e \) can be determined. Finally, both \( \omega \) and \( \theta \) are resulted from (10).

VI. RESULTS

An experimental PM brushless motor drive has been built for verification. The corresponding motor parameters are listed in Table I. When the motor drive runs at the base speed of 500 r/min, hysteresis current control is adopted for constant-torque operation. The corresponding measured current waveform is shown in Fig. 7(a), as expected, which agrees with the theoretical waveform shown in Fig. 5(a). Moreover, when the motor drive runs at the triple base speed of 1500 r/min, advanced conduction angle control is used for constant-power operation. With the advanced conduction angle of 60\(^\circ\), the corresponding measured current waveform is shown in Fig. 7(b). Again, it agrees with the waveform shown in Fig. 5(b).

In order to testify the dynamic performance of the motor drive, the measured speed and current responses are recorded. Fig. 8(a) shows the no-load starting performance from standstill to the base speed of 500 r/min. It can be found that the motor drive responds quickly and takes only 0.35 s to reach the desired speed without steady-state error. Moreover, Fig. 8(b) shows the dynamic performance under a sudden change from no-load to full-load at the base speed of 500 r/min. It can be seen that the transient drop in speed is very insignificant and the speed regulation is excellent.
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Fig. 9 shows the corresponding advanced conduction angles, from 0\(^\circ\) to 60\(^\circ\), for the experimental motor drive to operate at constant rated power from the base speed of 500
Fig. 10. Experimental electric vehicles. (a) Mark 3. (b) U2001.

Table II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EV SPECIFICATIONS</th>
<th>Mark 3</th>
<th>U2001</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Curb weight</td>
<td>403 kg</td>
<td>1973 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battery weight</td>
<td>288 kg</td>
<td>792 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payload weight</td>
<td>200 kg</td>
<td>250 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum speed</td>
<td>30 km/h</td>
<td>110 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acceleration</td>
<td>8 s (0-20 km/h)</td>
<td>6.3 s (0-48 km/h)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range per charge</td>
<td>70 km (20 km/h)</td>
<td>176 km (88 km/h)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climbing capability</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It can be verified that with the use of advanced conduction angle control, the proposed motor drive can successfully achieve constant-power operation up to the triple base speed. Furthermore, without employing the proposed control scheme, it can be found that the corresponding torque speed curve (dotted line) has a narrow operating range above the base speed.

VII. EV APPLICATIONS

The proposed PM brushless motor drive has been applied to an experimental mini EV, namely the Mark 3 as shown in Fig. 10(a). Its specification is listed in Table II. The field test shows that the corresponding performance is very satisfactory. Thus, a similar motor drive with output power of 30 kW is under development which will be installed in a modern passenger EV, namely the U2001 as shown in Fig. 10(b). As listed in Table II, the specification of U2001 can fully fulfill our expectations on electric vehicles.

VIII. CONCLUSION

The concept of classifying EV motor drives to be different from industrial motor drives is presented. Based on their special requirements and considerations, especially high power density, high efficiency and wide speed range, the design philosophy of novel PM motor drives, including both PM brushless and PM hybrid brushless configurations, is described. The novelty of PM brushless configuration lies on the unique electromagnetic topology and winding connections, leading to increase both power density and efficiency as well as eliminating the cogging torque. Increasingly, a novel advanced conduction angle control approach is developed which allows all PM brushless motor drives, including conventional, phase-decoupling, sinusoidal-fed, rectangular-fed, surface-magnet, and buried-magnet types, for achieving high-speed constant-power operation during EV cruising. On the other hand, by employing the claw-type rotor and fixing the stationary field winding as the inner stator, a novel PM hybrid brushless motor drive is proposed which possesses the advantages of excellent controllability and optimized efficiency map.
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